THESIS PROJECT: Machine Learning and LeadTime Prediction

Background
Variations in lead time are today impacting the customer perception of service market capabilities, driving a lot of cost and tied up capital.

If we could predict lead time in a better way we could give better service to our customer as well as reducing the logistics cost heavily.

Since we know that lead time variations is not easy to predict with traditional time series data we believe that using other technologies, such as machine learning, could be part of the solution.

Thesis questions and expected outcome
We would like the students study current lead time setup for a number of flows and the variations and the potential of forecasting the lead time variation. Data collection, processing and quality review would be relevant during this step of the process as well.

Look into technologies to forecast lead time variations such as ML, Neural networks, and others.

Develop model with features, variables, and vectors. Proof of concept how the lead time forecast would benefit the supply chain.

Student profile and application
Master students in Logistics or in Mathematics, or similar fields

For further information, please contact:
Thomas Nordensköld, Manager Advanced Analytics Europe
E-mail: Thomas.nordenskjold@volvo.com
Phone: +46313225355, +46739025355
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